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September 22, 2020 

 

Dear church, 

 

We are now living in the seventh month of the global pandemic of COVID-19. I am in awe of 

the deep care you all have shown to one another during these hard months. I have seen churches 

come together and in many ways in showing love to the neighbor. Our digital platforms have 

proved to be evangelism tools of sharing the good news of Jesus, in ways we never would have 

imagined.  

 

I like every one of you wants the pandemic of COVID-19 to subside, go away, etc. But I am also 
painfully aware that it is not "going away." It is very much present with us and ebbs and flows 
with a certain unknown tenacity to it. I am not an alarmist but a realist. We are in a marathon 
and not a sprint, but if we don't all help each other out in this marathon, we are going to be 
running this exhausting race of this pandemic for far longer than any of us want.  
 
Wearing a mask, physically distancing, washing hands, not gathering in large groups or groups 
at all (if not safe where you are); it all feels like that shouldn't be that hard. I wish and I pray we 
could eagerly all come together for the common good that is in all of us to combat this virus and 
let it bring unity.  
 
As eager as congregations are to gather back to physical worship with one another, I do dearly 
hope and pray we will all take seriously what science is telling us. Dr. Erica Bjornstad (MD, PhD, 
MPH) serves on our synod COVID-19 team and she stated the following: 
 

Within six months of COVID’s arrival to the U.S., almost 200,000 Americans have died. 

At this current rate, within another year (unless an effective vaccine is widely accepted 

by the American public) we may have as many deaths from COVID as from the 1918 

influenza pandemic. With 100 years of advances, we may still see just as many die 

because we grew tired. . .could not budge our individual desires for the good of 

humanity. There are nations around the world who have 1/10 of the deaths (or less) as 

they adopted national strategies of physical distancing and wearing masks. We do not 

have a national strategy. Yet, the ELCA should not underestimate its ability to lead and 

change the current course of events. Though we remain in the throes of this terrible 

disease we can still change the outcome. The churches that are remaining closed are 

saving lives; this may not be apparent for weeks or months to come, but the data is clear: 

not gathering saves lives. 
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It is nearly impossible for me or our synod leadership to give exact advice on what is best for 

each of your communities or counties you live in. Especially given that we are a four-state 

synod, with four different governors who are making four different platforms of phasing. What I 

can say, is, if you are slowly phasing in, I urge you to stop at whatever phase you are currently in 

and live there for the next few months. Continue taking all the precautions you already are to 

mitigate any further risk for at least the remainder of 2020.  

 

As a synod, we will not be holding any in person gatherings in 2020 of any kind. We are already 

beginning to make decisions about early 2021, but much of that will depend on where we are 

with this virus, its vaccine and our response to this in the next few months. Please continue to 

look at the wide array of resources on our synod website for COVID-19: https://www.elca-

ses.org/covid Over the next few weeks, we will be updating our synod plan. As well more 

ecumenical worship resources will be made available and specific ideas around Advent and 

Christmas.  

 

I also draw your attention to this article from a leading national epidemiologist and fellow 

Lutheran, Dr. Michael Osterholm: https://www.businessinsider.com/covid-19-fall-osterholm-

really-hard-road-ahead-192020-9. 

 

I know this is hard. I know we are all weary. I know we are tired of living in this reality. I know! 

But continue fighting the good fight and we will get through this. It will take all of us doing our 

part and I along with your synod leadership stand ready to continue offering support and 

guidance as we walk this journey together. Thank you for all you are doing in combating this 

virus and helping to save lives. 

 

Journeying together with you! 

 

 
 

+Bishop Kevin L. Strickland  
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